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Do you know what’s
happening on your
jobs, right now?
When you leave a water loss job
site, after the initial set-up, anything can happen, and at one
time or another probably has! For
instance a circuit trips turning off
equipment, the owner unplugs
equipment, perhaps the drying
equipment malfunctions which
could cause temperatures to
spike or drop, or causes damage
to a home. Anytime something
like these happen it costs you
money and time, slows down the
drying process and possibly puts
you in dispute with adjusters and
leaves you liable for damages.

With the Remote Field
Commander you can!
What if you got a text message
or email any time the power was
cut to a piece of equipment, or
the temperature got out of range
on a job. Would it be beneficial to
be able to force equipment on or
off remotely, with your phone? Or
even change the drying parameters remotely? Would having a
non-manipulated documentation
make your invoicing more credible?

The Remote Field
Commander “RFC”
can do all of this
and more!

How RFC Works

Program:
Out of the box the RFC is programned to industry standards
of equipment operation so it’s ready to set up on any job.
However, any programing can be changed to a specific jobs
needs by wire or wireless internet or cellular service. Any
desk top computer, lap top computer, tablet or smart phone
can monitor and change the programing on any job with the
RFC. Typical set up time on a job is less than 15 minutes.

Monitor:
Once the job is set up and activated, by radio frequency
the Sensors communicate with the base station. The
base station communicates to the Power Controllers to
run equipment as programmed and the Base Station
communicates by cellular service to a server that then is
accessed by internet.

Control:
When any parameters on the job go outside of normal
you can be sent a text or email identifying the condition
and/or the loss of power to the equipment. You then
have the ability to turn equipment back on, assuming
there is power, or off as conditions requires. You can
also reprogram the job remotely if drying conditions have
changed.
CharT:
Included in your purchase is software that is intuitive and
capable of producing impressive graphs and charts for
your invoicing. The charter software gives you the availability to send reports and graphs during and after the
job. Also you can merge charts or make them as complex or simple as needed. Accurate documentation gets
jobs paid!
Data log:
The RFC will be data logging all conditions all the time
that you tell it to. Each sensor measures Air temperature,
Humidity, Moisture content, Surface temperature and
GPP. This data is permanently stored in your personal
files, but also on an independent dedicated server. The
data will be available for verification anytime in the future.
It will always be non-manipulate, accurate and true!

RFC PACKAGE

How it Works
The RFC comes preprogrammed with industry standards
relating to humidity, air temperatures and GPP. The technician on the job simply places the desired number of
sensors in the area/material being monitored, plugs in the
base station and is done. It takes about 10 minutes.
#1- Each sensor reads Air temperature, Relative Humidity, GPP, Moisture Content and Surface Temperature. By
radio frequency the information is sent to the Base Station located at the job.

#2- The base station receives data, then transmits that
information by cellular satellite (imbedded in the device)
to the lead tech’s cell phone. Also to a server that transmits same information to the RFC website and company’s secured charter software. The technician and/or the
office staff can monitor progress on the job remotely.
#3- Some or all of the equipment on location can be
plugged into the Power Controller cord which is then
plugged into a 110volt power inlet. That equipment can
now be operated remotely should the drying conditions
change and/or preprogrammed to turn on/off based on
conditions or customer needs.
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Monitor and control your restoration jobs remotely and spend
time being more productive and doing the things you want.
1 Remote Field Commander
Base Station
3 Remote Power Controllers
6 Remote Sensors
1 Power Cord

1 USB Cable
8 Batteries
16 Stainless Steel Screws
1 Hard Carrying Case
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